SAVIO
TECH
SOLUTIONS
#INDUSTRY 4.0

EXTENDED PROCESS
MONITORING ALONG
THE TEXTILE VALUE CHAIN
Industry 4.0 is the current trend of automation and data
exchange in manufacturing technologies. It includes
cyber-physical systems, the Internet of things and
Cloud computing. Over the Internet of things, systems
communicate and cooperate with each other and with
humans in real time. Some aspects that are summarized
under the terms “Internet of Things” and “Industry
4.0” are not new for Savio and its textile machinery
engineering. Electronics and remote services used for
maintenance and process optimization have been applied
for many years. Connectivity, data management, remote
machine set up and operator real-time interactivity:
this is the Savio way for smart solutions for textile mills.
Nowadays, Savio product development is focused on
“smart” components that must transmit data online.
Once composed solely by mechanical and electrical
parts, now winding machines have become complex
systems that combine hardware, sensors, data storage,
microprocessors, software and connectivity. These smart
machineries can increase the efficiency of the spinning
mill and perform predictive maintenance avoiding

breakdowns and downtimes. Savio Winder 4.0 represents
an important step towards a wide digitalization process,
being a solution for intelligent networking of machines
in the spinning/winding room. This data management
system is a very modern and important management
tool, relieving mill management staff of time-consuming
routine work. The mill manager can have the winding
room live monitoring directly from his/her desk. Thanks
to data analytics, a wealth of data are available, allowing
to manage the different production phases in the best
possible way and to monitor all significant parameters
anytime and anywhere, making use of mobile devices.
All these features enable Savio customers to control overall
equipment effectiveness, increase workforce efficiency,
and maximize quality and working time. Services are
even going mobile. Savio Winder 4.0 is also meant as
communication between machine operator and service
specialist in case of need.
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Benefits for customer's
competitive value:

Spinning / winding room live monitoring
Early visualization and control
in real time of winding machines
Greater workforce management
Bobbin and Package tracking system
Yarn quality monitoring network
Overall increase of machinery efficiency
Data Analytics
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4.0 Quality monitoring network
Applications
The system - Executive pack
Configuration - Executive pack
Case History
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THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF SAVIO INDUSTRIAL IOT
BASIC PACK
Savio computer interface:
- connectivity and data downloading
- easy integration with customer MES
BUSINESS PACK
Winder Browser:
data management, remote machine set up and monitoring
EXECUTIVE PACK
Winder Browser + Savio Smart Bracelets:
Operator real-time interactivity
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4.0 Quality monitoring network

Savio can offer an extended process
monitoring of the yarn along the textile
value chain, before and after winding.
From the moment the bobbin leaves
the RSF spindle to when its yarn
it’s transferred onto the final package,
quality and production parameters
are consistently tracked, monitored
and saved.
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4.0 Monitoring Network

4.0 Monitoring Network

Cloud storage data service
- Data outsorcing
- Data easy acces

Data tracking system

Personnel interaction system

- Winding data storage
- Easy interface

- Mobile device live monitoring
- Easy operator intervention

An overall out process quality control
is possible thanks to Savio iPeg, the S.I.S
(Spindle Identification System), inclusive
of package with bio-data tracking, with
full integration to the Savio 4.0 systems.
With this 4.0 quality monitoring network,
the cone package leaves the Savio winder
carrying its unique ID code,with the
association of winding data to the smart
network of connectivity.
Savio 4.0 system allows the on-line
availability of the package manufacturing
history on multiple platforms and Cloud
applications for future data retrieval.
Bobbin flow tracking system
- Spindle Identification System
of ring frame faulty spindle
- Bobbin flow automation
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B-grade system

Package tracking system
- Robotic palletization
- Contamination scanning control
- Package bio-data storage
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APPLICATIONS

Applications:

Three package deals:
Basic, Business, Executive
Savio Smart Bracelet
Savio Winder Browser
iPeg
S.I.S. - Spindle Identification System
B-Grade System
P.T.S. - Package Tracking System
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Applications

Applications

THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF SAVIO INDUSTRIAL IOT

BASIC PACK
SAVIO COMPUTER INTERFACE
Connectivity and data downloading. Easy integration with customer MES.
Case History
p.38
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BASIC PACK
Savio computer interface:
- connectivity and data downloading
- easy integration with customer MES
BUSINESS PACK
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Winder Browser:
data management, remote machine set up and monitoring
EXECUTIVE PACK
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Winder Browser + Savio Smart Bracelets:
Operator real-time interactivity
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Tablet
Smartphone
Wi-fi
Machine PC
Desk PC
Ethernet cable
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Applications

Applications

BUSINESS PACK

EXECUTIVE PACK

WINDER BROWSER
Data management, remote machine set up and monitoring

WINDER BROWSER + SAVIO SMART BRACELETS
Operator real-time interactivity

Case History
p.36

The system
p.26
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Case History
p.32, 34
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Tablet
Smartphone
Wi-fi
Savio USB key
Machine PC
Desk PC
Ethernet cable

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tablet
Smartphone
Wi-fi
Smart Bracelet
Network switch
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6.
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Bluetooth access point
Machine PC
Ethernet cable
Desk PC
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Applications

Applications

SAVIO SMART BRACELET

SAVIO WINDER BROWSER
(SWB) SOFTWARE

Savio Winder Browser is a software to get reports,
machine settings and shift schedules from Savio winding
machines that are connected to Ethernet and to operate
the machines remotely. The data collection, shift by shift,
can be exported to an Excel file. User can customize
the data to be exported in different ways, i.e. data related
to Manager, to Quality department, to Production
department. Graphical view of selected data are available,
to analyze performance history. An automatic e-mail
generator can be set, to send a daily email containing
an Excel file with all data of the shifts in the past 24-hour
period. With SWB, it is also possible to open a remote user
session on a machine. This allows operating, configuring
and diagnosing the machine remotely from the machine
user interface.

The Smart Bracelet is a wearable device.
In case of winder machine alarm, it vibrates and shows
relative information (machine and spindle number, type
of alarm, etc.). The display of the Smart Bracelet shows
the alarm message. It is possible to display messages
composed in many languages (also Chinese or Russian
special characters). By tapping the display, it is possible
to move to the next page. Smartphone may be used for
seeing more detailed information on occurring alarms.
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1	The first page shows the origin
of the alarm/warning
2	Second page shows the type of the alarm
and the alarm message
3	If the alarm message exceeds 16 characters,
the third page shows the rest of the content
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Applications

iPEG

Applications

S.I.S.
SPINDLE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

Savio iPeg, with embedded RFID technology tag,
guarantees the circulation of RSF bobbins to/from winder.
Each winder can be predisposed to process up to four
different yarn counts. Tag readers automatically select
the proper bobbins to be delivered to the correct winder
section and to be returned to the proper RSF. The tag
reader prevents to process wrong yarn count in the wrong
section, so avoiding a potential bobbin contamination.
RING
SPINNING FRAME
RSF POS. 54
Peg ID 1752

Since 1999, Savio successful identification system
of the RSF spindle and control of bobbin quality.
The development of special yarns requires an adequate
and accurate monitoring of bobbin quality during
the winding phase, and the identification of the position
of the “native spindle” in the ring frame. Each bobbin
delivered by the ring frame is tagged and recorded
in the PC.The winding head reads the code of the bobbin
iPegs on process and identifies the position of the spinning
spindle which has generated it.
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PC
RSF POS. 54
Peg ID 1752
Clearer Alarm:
Yarn Count

AUTOMATIC
WINDER
Peg ID 1752
Clearer Alarm:
Yarn Count

The S.I.S. system beside the identification of the native
spindle of the ring spinning frame, also gives the
possibility to handle the flow of the “off standard bobbins”
with the following different options:
- Bobbins delivered to a dedicated parking area
-	Bobbins delivered to selected winding heads
and wound as “B-Grade”
-	Bobbins delivered to Off-standard Bobbin selector
to be unloaded in a separate box
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Applications

Applications

B-GRADE SYSTEM

P.T.S.
PACKAGE TRACKING SYSTEM

“B-Grade System” works in close conjunction with our
S.I.S. Spindle Identification System, where each Bobbin
sits on its own ID-Tagged iPeg. One (or more) winding
spindles can be programmed to wind bobbins with
off-standard defects, repeatedly rejected by the winding
heads, thus producing batches of B-Grade standard.
With the “B-Grade System” we identify, thanks to S.I.S.,
such Bobbins and save the resulting packages
by allocating them to a B-Grade winding head.

For enhanced traceability and inventory management,
we can offer a solution for package identification.
A RFID tag is applied inside the package cone for uniquely
identifying the product and track processes and operations.
The external automation system, being provided with
a reader, enables the selection and grouping of the
packages on the pallets, creels, or other supports.
This system is studied for product traceability and visibility
in the assembly line, warehouse logistics management,
inventories, and reliable item level identity.
A dedicated winding room data collector receives
all the information available from the machines.
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This application is highly appreciated because it allows
to identify and separate small batches of yarn of different
quality, in an economic and efficient way, to be used
for less noble productions, such as yarn for selvedge
or pieces for dyeing color samples. Most importantly,
it avoids bobbins with technical faults being rejected
into the bypass and save the labor of an operator
having to monitor, handle and manually separate them.

The system generates a unique ID for each package.
The ID is associated to the bio data of the package, which
can be retrieved later for in-house tracking. The bio data
can be stored in cloud based applications and retrieved
everywhere. Machine computer can provide the Package
Bio Data such as:
- Product code
- Origin identity (machine serial number, spindle number)
- Date/time of production, shift information
- Lot name, winding speed, yarn count
- Length and weight
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EXECUTIVE PACK

Executive Pack

Executive Pack

THE SYSTEM:
EXECUTIVE PACK

This system allows customer operator
to be promptly informed when there is
a real need to intervene to a Savio Winder
machine inside a plant.
The Savio Smart Bracelet, a wearable
device, carries out the alarm notification.
The operator, patrolling a certain number
of winding machines, wears a dedicated
Smart Bracelet: when an alarm occurs
or a certain spindle is not working,
the Smart Bracelet vibrates and shows
on its display the machine number
and the type of intervention needed.
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1 - Central PC

2 - Bluetooth Access Point (BLE AP)

Has to be connected to each Savio winder machine
through Ethernet (cabled at customer care)
and collects alarms information. Central PC is able
to detect the smart bracelets in the room and,
according to the alarm type, dispatches it to the
proper operator (operator, mechanic, technologist).

Is a Hardware device. It is connected to the Central
PC through Ethernet and has an BT antenna to
cover an area inside the Mill.

3 - Smart Bracelet

Typical Coverage Zone

Is a wearable device. In case of winder machine
alarm, it vibrates and shows relative information
(machine and spindle number, type of alarm, etc.).

The coverage zone is defined properly placing
inside the room the BLE AP devices. If a machine
requires attention, the nearest operator inside the
zone receives a notification on his/her bracelet.
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Executive Pack

Executive Pack

CONFIGURATION
OF EXECUTIVE PACK

1

2

1-C
 onfigure machines,
Overview system status

2 - Configure bracelets,
Configure groups

This page allows defining which machines
are connected to the system. Each machine
connection information is accessible.

This page allows registering the bracelets to be
used within the system. Each bracelet has its
unique ID. You can add every new bracelet in
this setup list. This page allows creating group of
machines to be matched together with bracelets.

3 - Configure rules

4 - Overview system machines

The machines and the bracelets can be grouped
together. The alarms of the machines belonging
to the same group, will be delivered to the group
bracelets.

From this page is possible to see the pending
alarms and their state of notification.

For system configuration,
the factory has to provide:

Optionally, to get more detailed
information about onsite alarms:

- Map of the plant rooms for system sizing purpose
-	At least 100 Mbit Ethernet network connection
between the winding machines and the Central PC
-	At least 100 Mbit Ethernet network connection
between the BLE AP devices and the Central PC
-	Internet connection to the Central PC for updates
and assistance

- Android smartphones/tablet
- Wi-fi network
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CASE HISTORY

Case History

Case History

TEXHONG
TEXTILE GROUP
Case History in China and Vietnam
www.texhong.com

Executive Pack:
operators real time interactivity
Total plant monitoring (multiple machine
monitoring and settings) through Savio Winder
Browser software + Smart Bracelets system

Visualization of production
efficiency data on a LCD screen
Mr. Hong Tianzhu founded Texhong Textile Group
Limited in 1997. The Group is principally engaged
in the production and distribution of quality yarn,
grey fabrics and garment fabrics, especially of high
value-added core-spun yarn and fashion cotton textiles.
Now it is one of the largest core cotton textile suppliers
in the world and is a leading textile enterprise with focus
on manufacturing high value-added core-spun cotton
textile products. Since 1997, the Group has grown rapidly
and has over 5,000 customers in China and overseas,
with its sales network spanning across the PRC, Europe,
Japan, Vietnam, Turkey, Brazil, North America, South
Korea, Hong Kong and Bangladesh.
With its sales headquarter established in Shanghai,
the Group is operating 12 efficient manufacturing plants
in China (within the Yangtze River Delta) and has
a production base in Vietnam, Turkey, Nicaragua with total
production capacity of over 4,000,000 spindles and 572
air-jet looms.

The Smart Bracelet System allows, upon request,
to visualize production efficiency data on a LCD
screen installed in the spinning room; in this way,
the customer can further implement specific corrective
measures. The software collects main production data
and graphically displays on the screen.

SAVIO INSTALLED CAPACITY
AT TEXHONG GROUP
(including China and Vietnam)
Total Savio installed
winding units
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38090

Orion spindles

4440

Polar spindles

33648
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Case History

Case History

ESQUEL
GROUP
Case History in China
www.esquel.com

Executive Pack:
operators real time interactivity
Total plant monitoring (multiple machine
monitoring and settings) through Savio Winder
Browser software + Smart Bracelets system

Founded in 1978, Esquel Group is a leading Hong Kong
based textile and apparel manufacturer with a vertically
integrated supply chain that straddles from cotton
to retailing. Esquel employs a 58.000 multinational
workforce, with manufacturing facilities in China, Malaysia,
Mauritius, Sri Lanka and Vietnam, and merchandising
offices servicing markets worldwide. Esquel manufactures
over 100 million pieces of garments annually for wellacclaimed brands and retailers including Ralph Lauren,
Tommy Hilfiger, Hugo Boss, Marks&Spencer and Nike.
Esquel Group, a forerunner in innovation, environmental
protection and corporate social responsibility, is the first
Chinese customer of Savio investing in the “Savio
Sustainable Solution” of Eco PulsarS new winding
machine.

SAVIO INSTALLED CAPACITY
AT ESQUEL GROUP
Total Savio installed
winding units
Orion spindles

632

Polar spindles

2790

Eco PulsarS spindles
34

4302

880
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Case History

Case History

VARDHMAN
GROUP
Case History in India
www.vardhman.com

Business Pack:
Savio Winder Browser (software)
Plant monitoring, multiple machine monitoring
and settings through Savio Winder Browser
software

Vardhman Spinning and Genaral Mills Ltd.
was incorporated in Ludhiana (Punjab) in 1962.
The Group portfolio includes manufacturing
and marketing of Yarns, Fabrics, Sewing Threads,
Fibre, Garments and Alloy Steel. Vardhman Group
is managed by Mr. S.P. Oswal (Chairman).
Vardhman Textiles Limited is an integrated textile
manufacturer, producing cotton yarn, synthetic
yarn, woven fabric, sewing thread, acrylic fiber,
tow and garments. It offers the range of specialized
greige and dyed yarns in cotton, polyester, acrylic
and a range of blends.
The Company also manufactures Organic Cotton,
Mélange, Core Spun Yarns, Ultra Yarns (Contamination
controlled), Gassed Mercerized, Super Fine Yarns,
Slub and Cellulose Yarns and Fancy Yarns for hand
knitting. The Company has approximately 1.1 million
spindles (including 7,328 rotors) and 1,316 looms,
counting a capacity to manufacture over 580 metric
ton (MT) of yarn per day. The manufacturing facilities
are located in Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Gujarat.

SAVIO INSTALLED CAPACITY
AT VARDHMAN GROUP
Polar and EcoPulsarS
winding spindles
Volufil bulking
spindles
Sirius TFO
twisting spindles
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2309

69

4840
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Case History

Case History

INTERYARN
COTTON
Case History in Egypt
www.interyarncotton.com

Basic Pack:
connectivity and data downloading
Remote monitoring and settings of single
machine. Reproduction on desk PC or tablet.
Easy integration with customer MES.

Interyarn is a private share holding company located
in New Borg El-Arab industrial city/Alexandria.
The company was established in 2003 with its worsted
Acrylic spinning plant for the production of wool / Acrylic
high bulk yarns. Beginning 2013, Interyarn started its new
facilities for 40.000 spindles in two phases to produce
100% cotton compact yarns of fine and superfine counts.
The first phase already in production since March 2014
exporting all of its production to Europe while the second
phase is under progress. Interyarn cotton is equipped with
the state of the art & up-to-date technology from Blow
Room to Compact Spinning K46 from Rieter linked with
Savio Polar/I Direct Link System, applying the Smart
Back-up station unit, targeting the highest possible quality
standard utilizing the most advanced technology available
as for machinery automation, transportation & material
handling. Interyarn have relied on Savio Twin Splicer to
preserve yarn quality producing spliceless yarn and Loepfe
electronic clearers ensuring the lowest contamination
ever to provide the best quality available in the market
matching European standard requirements.
CONTROL ROOM:
The company is monitoring the entire production line
24 hours a day including:
- Production room climatic temperature and humidity
-	Production data, ends down, efficiency and quality
control data for blowroom up to spinning using Rieter
SPIDERweb
-	Winding cuts / 100 km including all kind of yarn faults
NSLT, foreign fibers and Polypropylene using Loepfe
Mill Master
-	Winding production data, efficiency, red lights using
Savio Polar data collection system
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SAVIO MACHINERY POOL
AT INTERYARN
Polar winding spindles
Sirius TFO
twisting spindles

450

4200
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SAVIO MACCHINE TESSILI S.P.A.
33170 PORDENONE (Italy)
Via Udine, 105
Tel. +39 0434 3971
Fax +39 0434 397599
E-mail: order@saviospa.it
www.saviospa.com

SAVIO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Tamaraikulam
Post Kinathukadavu Taluk
Coimbatore - 642 109
Tamil Nadu, India
Tel. +91 4259 201500
E-mail: mail@savioindia.in

SAVIO (SHANDONG) TEXTILE MACHINERY CO., LTD.
No.6 Torch Industry Park, No. 2166 Chongwen Dadao,
High&New Tech Industry Development Zone, Jining,
Shandong, P.R. China 272000
Tel. +86 0537 2395206/101
Fax +86 0537 2395216
E-mail: info@saviochina.com

SAVIOTECHNICS S.R.O.
Lhota 427, 549 41 Cerveny Kostelec,
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 499 451 468
Email: info@saviotechnics.com

We reserve the right to modify the
characteristics of the machines
described herein without prior notice.
The data given in this brochure are not
intended as a guarantee.
Savio machines are equipped with
safety devices in compliance with
existing regulations.
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TEXTILE
SOLUTIONS
TOGETHER

Textile Solutions Together:
this is the distinctive formula that makes
Savio one of the largest manufacturers
in the world of textile machines
for staple fibres. Not a simple supply,
but co-creation of value for the textile
industry: Savio has always developed
and implemented technological solutions
in close partnership with its customers.
Cutting-edge solutions and services,
customized to the specific needs of each
customer with an excellent value-for-money
proposition. Expertise and innovation
in yarn finishing, widely present
on international markets since 1911.

